TWAS THE DAY AFTER CHRISTMAS!

MR. PETER W. COLLINS, ARTFUL DODGER!

THERE IS a tendency in all the sciences to reduce everything to a unit. A few years ago we spoke about having five senses, sound, smell, touch, taste, and sight. Now we know that these are not five separate and distinct processes, but are the result of the interaction of two processes: the consciousness and the environment. The new science of psychology has provided us with a new way of understanding these processes. It has allowed us to recognize the interplay of consciousness and environment in all our experiences, and to understand the true nature of reality.

The STOCHOLM'S ANNUAL MEETING

FORM OF PROXY

INCOME BOND SUBSCRIPTION.

We're facing the rising sun!

Washington, D.C. — The investigation of domestic security activities in the United States has been ongoing for several years, with the focus on preventing potential threats to national security. The Committee on Un-American Activities, also known as the House Un-American Activities Committee, has been at the forefront of this investigation, leading the way in uncovering and addressing the activities of those deemed a threat to the nation.

Four years ago, in 1913, a significant event took place that had a profound impact on the country. The outbreak of World War I in Europe brought about a great deal of change in the United States. The war had far-reaching consequences on nearly every aspect of life, including politics, economics, and social issues.

NOME, W. E. MGNESS, Secretary.

The Social Democratic Herald is a journal of the coming civilization, published weekly in Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A., Jan. 4, 1913.
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FIGHT THE TRUST
A Socialist Watch
= Anti-Trust Price

The fight is on! We'll wage our battle down against the most over-reaching trusts and giant trusts. You can help us do it. Join the movement for Anti-Trust. Join the movement for Socialism. Join the movement for the good of all.